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Abstract
Abstract
The present paper is a review of the research works carried out on the cohesive crack model and its
applications at the Politecnico di Torino during the last decade. The topic encompasses experimental,
numerical and theoretical aspects of the cohesive crack model. The research work followed two main
directions. The early work concerns the development and the implementation of the cohesive crack
model, which has been shown to be able to simulate experiments on concrete specimens and structures.
It is referred to as the dimensional analysis approach, since it succeeds in capturing the ductile-to-
brittle transition by increasing the structural size owing to the different physical dimensions of two
material parameters: the tensile strength and the fracture energy.
On the other hand, the later research direction aims at extending the classical cohesive model to quasi-
brittle materials showing (as they often do) fractal patterns in the failure process. This approach is
referred to as the renormalization group (or fractal) approach and leads to a scale-invariant cohesive
crack model. This model is able to predict the size effects even in tests where the classical approach
fails, e.g. the direct tension test.
The two research paths, therefore, complete each other, allowing a deeper insight into the ductile-to-
brittle transition usually detected when testing quasi-brittle material specimens or structures at different
size-scales.
1 Introduction
Concrete in tension exhibits strain softening, i.e., a negative slope in the stress-deformation diagram,
due to microcracking and localization of the deformation in a narrow band, where energy dissipation
occurs. The behaviour of the material outside this band is still linear and elastic. This phenomenon,
observed experimentally by L’Hermite [1], Rusch and Hilsdorf [2], Hughes and Chapman [3], Evans
and Marathe [4], among others, must be taken into account in order to provide a good explanation of
the behaviour of the material.
From the Continuum Mechanics viewpoint, strain softening represents a violation of Drucker’s Postu-
late [5], as was pointed out by Maier [6, 7] and Maier et al. [8]. These authors showed that, even in
the absence of geometrical instability effects, the following phenomena may occur:
• loss of stability in the controlled load condition (snap-through);
• loss of stability in the controlled displacement condition (snap-back);
• bifurcation of the equilibrium path;
• loss of uniqueness of the solution in the incremental elasto-plastic response;
• dependence of the results on the type of mesh used in the numerical analysis.
A continuum described by strain-softening is also characterized by an imaginary wave speed or by
the change of the equation of motion from hyperbolic to elliptic, as pointed out by Hadamard [9].
This confirms the difficulties involved in this constitutive relationship, as compared to the classical
strain-hardening one.
The Finite Element Method (F.E.M.) was first applied to the problem of concrete cracking by
Rashid [10], who adopted the so-called Smeared Crack Model. In this approach to the cracking
process, the stress in the element was limited by the tensile strength of the material, beyond which
point the stress registered a vertical drop to zero. Scanlon [11], among others, used a constitutive
model in which the stress is reduced gradually to zero in a sequence of small stress drops, i.e., by intro-
ducing a strain-softening constitutive law. Softening was added in Finite Element codes and applied
to a large number of problems, but it was discovered that the convergence properties were incorrect
and the results strongly dependent on the mesh size. The problem was that the energy dissipated by
cracking decreases with the refinement of the mesh and converges to zero. This trend, referred to as
spurious mesh sensitivity, is physically unacceptable. By specifying the energy dissipated over crack-
ing surfaces, it is possible to eliminate the mesh sensitivity. A relationship describing the softening
damage must be introduced in the model; this can be done basically in two ways:
• by introducing a softening stress-crack opening displacement constitutive law, or
• by using a softening stress-strain relation for the material included in a band around the crack
(the bandwidth is an additional parameter to be determined).
The first approach represents the basis of the Cohesive Crack Model; it involves the separation of the
nodes of two adjacent elements belonging to the crack. The second refers to two models, not described
here, referred to as the Crack Band Model and the Non-Local Model (see, for instance, [12] and [13]).
These models are attractive because they involve only the modification of the classical constitutive
relationship without requiring remeshing procedures.
The Cohesive Crack Model is able to describe materials that exhibit a strain-softening type behaviour.
The area under the closing stress versus crack opening displacement curve represents the fracture
energy GF assumed as a material property. This approach eliminates the mesh sensitivity. Mode I
problems are characterized by the a priori knowledge of the crack trajectory, whilst in Mixed-Mode
problems this is an additional unknown. In either case, the Finite Element Method represents an
effective way to address crack propagation problems and phenomena such as size effect and ductile-
to-brittle transition; it will be used later in this paper.
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Figure 1: Process zone (without shearing stresses).
The Cohesive Crack Model was initially proposed by Barenblatt [14, 15] and Dugdale [16]. Subse-
quently, Dugdale’s model was reconsidered by Bilby et al. [17], Willis [18], Rice [19], and utilized
by Wnuk, who referred to it as the Final Stretch criterion [20]. Hillerborg et al. [21] proposed the
Fictitious Crack Model in order to study crack propagation in concrete. The crack is assumed to
propagate when the stress at the crack tip reaches the tensile strength σu. When the crack opens,
the stress is not assumed to fall to zero at once, but to decrease with increasing crack width w. The
amount of energy absorbed per unit crack area (denoted here by GF ) is:
GF =
∫ wc
0
σ dw (1)
and represents the area under the curve σ-w (where wc is the critical displacement, i.e., the distance
between the crack surfaces, at which the interaction vanishes). Concrete is assumed to be linear elastic
until σu is reached.
There are some similarities among Barenblatt’s, Dugdale’s, Rice’s and Hillerborg’s formulations: the
crack tip faces close smoothly (the stress intensity factor KI vanishes at the crack tip in Mode I
propagation) and the fracture process zone is of negligible thickness. On the other hand, the closing
stresses in the fracture process zone are constant only in Dugdale’s model, while the size of this zone
is constant and small in comparison with the length of the main crack only in Barenblatt’s model.
Again, with some modifications, the model was further applied by Wecharatana and Shah [22], Bazˇant
and Oh [23] and Ingraffea and Gerstle [24]. More recently, the former terminology of Cohesive Crack
Model has been reproposed by Carpinteri [25–28], Carpinteri et al. [29–31] and the model has been
used with this name by a number of researchers (for instance, Carpinteri and Valente [32], Cen and
Maier [33], Elices et al. [34], among others).
Later on, in order to explain the size effects upon the parameters of the cohesive crack model, Carpinteri
[35, 36] applied fractal geometry concepts and described the influence of the microstructural disorder
typical of most of quasi-brittle materials. The fractal approach was futher developed by Carpinteri
et al. [37, 38]. Recently, an improvement of the cohesive crack model, the so-called (scale-invariant)
fractal cohesive crack model [39], has been proposed and applied to interpret the most extensive
experimental tensile data from concrete specimens tested over a broad range of scales [40, 41].
Finally, the reader is referred to the following books [42–49] authored or edited by the first author of
the present paper.
2 Basic Concepts of the Cohesive Crack Model
The basic assumption is the formation, as an extension of the real crack, of a fictitious crack, referred
to as the process zone, where the material, albeit damaged, is still able to transfer stresses (Fig. 1).
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Figure 2: Consitutive laws: (a) undamaged material, (b) process zone.
The point separating the stress-free area, i.e., the real crack, from the process zone, is called Real Crack
Tip (RCT), whilst the point separating the process zone from the uncracked material is referred to as
Fictitious Crack Tip (FCT). The process zone represents the area in which energy dissipation takes
place: it begins to form when the principal tensile stress reaches the material ultimate tensile strength,
σu, in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the principal tensile stress. Furthermore, in the
process zone, the stresses transferred by the material are decreasing functions of the displacement
discontinuity, according to a proper cohesive law (linear in Fig. 2b), whilst in the uncracked zone the
behaviour of the material is linear-elastic, as shown in Fig. 2a.
At the end of the fictitious crack, the stress will always be equal to the value of ultimate tensile
strength. Thus, no singularities arise in the state of stress. In the model described so far, shearing
stresses in the process zone are disregarded. The area under the σ-w segment represents the fracture
energy, GF , which, like the ultimate tensile strength, is usually considered as a property of the material.
This assumption will be removed in Section 5.2.
2.1 Elementary Beam Model
The linear elastic behaviour of an initially uncracked beam in Three-Point Bending may be represented
by the following dimensionless equation [27, 50, 51]:
P˜ =
4
λ3
δ˜ (2)
where the dimensionless load and central deflection are given respectively by:
P˜ =
P ℓ
σu t h2
(3a)
δ˜ =
δ ℓ
εu h2
(3b)
with ℓ=beam span, h=beam depth, t=beam thickness and λ = ℓ/h=beam slenderness. Once the
ultimate tensile strength is reached at the lower edge of the beam, a fracturing process in the central
cross section is assumed to set in. Such a process admits of a limit-situation like that in Fig. 3.
The limit stage of the fracturing and deformation process may be considered as that of two rigid parts
connected by the hinge A at the upper edge of the beam. The equilibrium of each part is ensured
by the external load, the support reaction and the closing cohesive forces (Fig. 3). The latter depend
on the distance between the two interacting surfaces: as the distance w increases, the cohesive forces
decrease until they vanish for w > wc. The geometrical similarity of the triangles ABC and AB’C’ in
Fig. 3 yields:
δ
ℓ /2
=
wc/2
x
(4)
where x is the extension of the triangular distribution of the cohesive forces. Equation (4) can be
rearranged as follows:
x =
wc ℓ
4 δ
(5)
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Figure 3: Elementary beam model with cohesive forces.
The rotational equilibrium around point A is possible for each beam part only if the moments of
support reaction and cohesive forces are equal:
P
2
ℓ
2
=
σu x t
2
x
3
(6)
Recalling Eq. (5), the relation between load and deflection may be obtained:
P =
σu t w
2
c
24
ℓ
δ2
(7)
Equation (7) can be cast in dimensionless form:
P˜ =
1
6
(
GF
σu h
λ2
εu δ˜
)2
=
1
6
(
sE
λ2
εu δ˜
)2
(8)
where sE = GF /(σu h) represents the energy brittleness number [25]. While the linear Eq. (2) describes
the linear elastic behaviour of the initially uncracked beam, the hyperbolic Eq. (8) represents the
asymptotic behaviour of the same beam when it is totally cracked. Equation (2) is valid only for load
values lower than that producing the ultimate tensile strength σu at the lower beam edge:
P˜ ≤
2
3
(9)
On the other hand, Eq. (8) is valid only for deflection values higher than that producing a cohesive
zone of extension x equal to the beam depth h:
x ≤ h (10)
From Eqs. (5) and (10) it follows that:
δ˜ ≥ δ2 =
sE λ
2
2 εu
(11)
The bounds (9) and (11), upper for load and lower for deflection respectively, can be transformed into
two equivalent bounds, both upper for deflection and load. Equations (3a) and (9) yield:
δ˜ ≤ δ1 =
λ3
6
(12)
whereas Eqs. (8) and (11) yield:
P˜ ≤
2
3
(13)
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Figure 4: Load vs.deflection diagrams: (a) ductile, (b) brittle comdition (δ1 = λ
3/6, δ2 = sE λ
2/(2 εu)).
Conditions (9) and (13) are identical. Therefore, a stability criterion for elastic-softening beams may
be obtained by comparing Eqs. (11) and (12). When the two domains are separated, the two load-
deflection branches (linear and hyperbolic) may be assumed to be connected by a regular curve, as in
Fig. 4a.
On the other hand, when the two domains are partially overlapped, it is reasonable to assume that they
are connected by a curve with highly negative or even positive slope (Fig. 4b). Unstable behaviour
and catastrophic events (snap-back) may be possible for:
sE λ
2
2 εu
≤
λ3
6
(14)
and the brittleness condition for the Three-Point Bending geometry becomes:
sE
εu λ
≤
1
3
(15)
Therefore, the system is brittle for low brittleness numbers sE , high ultimate tensile strain εu, and
high slenderness λ. It is therefore evident that the relative brittleness for a structure depends not only
on material properties but also on the structural size and slenderness. The global brittleness of the
beam can be defined as the ratio of the ultimate elastic energy contained in the body to the energy
dissipated by fracture (see also [52]):
Brittleness =
1
2 Pu δu
GF Area
=
1
18 σu εu h t ℓ
GF h t
=
1
18
(
sE
εu λ
)−1
(16)
Such a ratio is higher than unity when:
sE
εu λ
≤
1
18
(17)
Equation (17) represents a stricter condition for global structural brittleness compared with Eq. (15).
2.2 Beam Model Interpretation Based on Ultimate Strength Criterion and Linear
Elastic Fracture Mechanics
Owing to the different physical dimensions of ultimate tensile strength σu and fracture toughness KIC ,
under the usual conditions of engineering materials and fracture testing, scale effects are practically
always present [28, 50, 53–55]. The key point is that the collapse can be governed by ultimate
strength or by crack propagation: such a competition between types of collapse of a different nature
becomes readily evident if we consider the ASTM formula for the Three-Point Bending Test (or TPBT)
evaluation of fracture toughness [56]:
KI =
P ℓ
t h3/2
f
(a0
h
)
(18)
with:
f
(a0
h
)
= 2.9
(a0
h
)1/2
− 4.6
(a0
h
)3/2
+ 21.8
(a0
h
)5/2
− 37.6
(a0
h
)7/2
+ 38.7
(a0
h
)9/2
(19)
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Figure 5: Dimensionless load of crack instability vs. relative crack depth a0/h.
For incipient crack propagation, KI = KIC ; Eq. (18) becomes:
KIC
σu h1/2
= s =
PLEFM ℓ
σu t h2
f
(a0
h
)
(20)
where PLEFM is the external load of brittle fracture and s = KIC/(σu h
1/2) is the static brittleness
number [53]. Rearranging of Eq. (20) yields:
PLEFM ℓ
σu t h2
=
KIC
σu h1/2
1
f
(
a0
h
) = s
f
(
a0
h
) (21)
On the other hand, it is possible to consider the non-dimensional load of ultimate strength in a beam
of depth (h− a0):
PUS ℓ
σu t h2
=
2
3
(
1−
a0
h
)2
(22)
Equations (21) and (22) are plotted in Fig. 5 as functions of the relative crack depth a0/h.
Whereas the former produces a set of curves as the brittleness number s is varied, the latter is
represented by a single curve. It is evident that the ultimate strength collapse at the ligament precedes
crack propagation for each initial crack depth when the brittleness number s is higher than the limit
value s0 = 0.50. For lower brittleness numbers, ultimate strength collapse precedes crack propagation
only for crack depths outside a certain range. This means that a true LEFM collapse occurs only
for comparatively low fracture toughnesses, high tensile strengths and/or large structural sizes. It is
not the individual values of KIC , σu and h that determine the nature of the collapse, but only their
functions brittleness number - see Eq. (20). It is also possible to study the behaviour of the beam in
terms of load-deflection curves. The deflection due to the elastic compliance of the uncracked beam
is:
δe =
P ℓ3
48E I
(23)
where I is the inertial moment of the cross-section. On the other hand, the deflection due to the local
crack compliance is [57]:
δc =
3
2
P ℓ2
t h2E
g
(a0
h
)
(24)
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Figure 6: Dimensionless load of crack instability vs. dimensionless deflection.
with:
g
(a0
h
)
=
( a0
h
1− a0h
) [
5.58− 19.57
(a0
h
)
+ 36.82
(a0
h
)2
− 34.94
(a0
h
)3
+ 12.77
(a0
h
)4]
(25)
The superposition principle yields:
δ = δe + δc (26)
and, in non-dimensional form:
δ ℓ
εu h2
=
P ℓ
σu t h2
[
1
4
(
ℓ
h
)3
+
3
2
(
ℓ
h
)2
g
(a0
h
)]
(27)
where εu = σu/E. The term in square brackets is the dimensionless compliance, which is a function
of beam slenderness ℓ/h, as well as of crack depth, a0/h. Some linear load-deflection diagrams are
represented in Fig. 6, for varying crack depth a0/h and for the fixed ratio ℓ/h = 4.
By means of Eqs. (21) and (22) it is possible to determine the point of crack propagation as well
as the point of ultimate strength on each linear plot of Fig. 6. Whereas the former depends on
the brittleness number s, the latter is unique. The set of crack propagation points with constant s
and varying crack depth represents a virtual load-deflection path, where point by point the load is
always that producing crack instability. When the crack grows, the instability load decreases and the
compliance increases, so that the product on the right-hand side of Eq. (27) may be either decreasing
or increasing. The diagram of Fig. 6 shows the deflection decreasing (with the load) up to the crack
depth a0/h ≈ 0.30 and then increasing (against the load). Therefore, whereas for a0/h > 0.30 the
load-deflection curve presents the usual softening trend with negative derivative, for a0/h < 0.30 it
presents a positive derivative. Such a branch could not be revealed by deflection-controlled testing,
and the representative point would jump from the positive to the negative branch with a behaviour
discontinuity. The set of ultimate tensile strength points, with varying crack depth, is represented by
the thick line in Fig. 6. This line intersects the virtual crack propagation curves with s ≤ s0 = 0.5,
which is analogous to what is shown in Fig. 5, and presents a slight indentation with dP/dδ > 0.
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Figure 7: Load vs. deflection curves, a0/h = 0.00.
3 Mode I Problems – Numerical Simulations
The analyses discussed in this section concern the behaviour of concrete elements in Mode I conditions
(TPBT). For reasons of symmetry, the crack trajectory is known a priori. The numerical results,
based on the cohesive model, were obtained using the Finite Element Code FR.ANA. (FRacture
ANAlysis) [25–31].
An extensive series of analyses was carried out from 1984 to 1989 by A. Carpinteri and co-workers,
and some of the results obtained are mentioned later [25–31]. The experimental results can be found
in [58–60]. The cases described in the reference papers regard three ℓ/h ratios (4, 8 and 16), and
four a0/h ratios (0.00, 0.10, 0.30, 0.50), see, for instance, Figs. 7-8. For each ratio, the response was
analyzed for different values of the brittleness number, sE , ranging from 2 × 10
−2 to 2 × 10−5. The
concrete properties are listed in Table 1.
As can be seen from the diagrams, the brittleness number sE has a decisive effect on the structural
response of the element: by increasing sE , the behaviour of the element changes from brittle to ductile,
as anticipated at the end of the previous section. Hence, the structural response is not described by
the parameters σu, GF and h independently, but rather by a combination of these parameters, as
expressed by the brittleness number sE .
A comparison between the results obtained with the Finite Element Method and those provided by
the Boundary Element Method can be found in [33] and [61]. The agreement between the results is
excellent: both implementations of the cohesive model are able to describe snap-back phenomena.
3.1 Strain Localization and Apparent Strength of Initially Uncracked Beams
Some dimensionless load-deflection diagrams for a concrete-like material are plotted in Figs. 7-8.
The specimen behaviour is brittle (snap-back) for low sE numbers, i.e., for low fracture toughnesses
GF , high tensile strengths σu, and/or large sizes h. In Fig. 7, for sE ≤ 10.45 × 10
−5, the P − δ
curve presents a positive slope in the softening branch, and a catastrophic event occurs if the loading
process is deflection-controlled. Such an indenting branch is not virtual only if the the loading process
Table 1: Material properties (three point bending test).
E ν σu εu
(MPa) (-) (MPa) (-)
36500 0.10 3.19 8.70× 10−5
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Figure 8: Load vs. deflection curves, a0/h = 0.00.
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Figure 9: Load vs. deflection curves, a0/h = 0.50.
is controlled by a monotonically increasing function of time, such as the displacement discontinuity
across the crack [50, 51]. On the other hand, Eq. (15) yields sE ≤ 11.60 × 10
−5. Such a condition
reproduces the one shown in Fig. 7 very accurately, whereas Eq. (17) appears too severe. When the
post-peak behaviour is kept under control up to complete structural separation, the area delimited by
the load-deflection curve and deflection axis represents the product of fracture energy, GF , and initial
cross-section area, h× t.
The maximum loading capacity PCohes of the initially uncracked specimen with ℓ = 4h is obtained
from Fig. 7. On the other hand, the maximum load PUS of ultimate strength is given by [50, 51]:
PUS =
2
3
σu t h
2
ℓ
(28)
The values of the ratio PCohes/PUS may also be regarded as the ratio of the apparent tensile strength
σf (given by the maximum load PCohes and applying Eq. (28)) to the true tensile strength (considered
as a material constant). It is evident from Fig. 11 that the results of the Cohesive Crack Model tend
to those of ultimate strength analysis for low sE values:
lim
sE→0
PCohes = PUS (29)
Therefore, only for comparatively large specimen sizes can the tensile strength σu be obtained as
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Figure 10: Load vs. deflection curves, a0/h = 0.50.
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Figure 11: Decrease in apparent strength by increasing the specimen size (λ = 4, εu = 0.87× 10
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σu=σf . With the usual laboratory specimens, an apparent strength higher than the true one is always
found. As a limit case, for the size h→ 0 or fracture energy GF →∞ (elastic-perfectly plastic material
in tension), i.e., for sE →∞, the apparent tensile strength σf → 3σu. In fact, in the centre of the beam,
the uniform stress distribution (Fig. 12) produces a plastic hinge with a resistant momentMmax which
is twice the classical moment of the bi-rectangular limit stress distribution (elastic-perfectly plastic
material in tension and compression).
The fictitious crack depth at the maximum load is plotted as a function of 1/sE in Fig. 13. The
brittleness increase for sE → 0 is evident also from this diagram, the process zone at dP/dδ = 0
tending to disappear (brittle collapse), whereas it tends to cover the whole ligament for sE → ∞
(ductile collapse). On the other hand, the real (or stress-free) crack depth at the maximum load is
always zero for each value of sE . This means that the slow crack growth does not start before the
softening stage. Consequently, neither is slow crack growth found to occur nor does the cohesive
zone develop before the peak, when sE → 0. Recalling once again Figs. 11 and 13, it is possible to
u hh/2
u h t
Mmax Mmax MP = Mmax/2
Mu = Mmax/3
Mmax = u h t (h/2)
Figure 12: Constant distribution of cohesive stresses.
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Figure 13: Fictitious crack depth at maximum load as a function of specimen size (λ = 4, εu =
0.87× 10−4).
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Figure 14: Increase of fictitious toughness with increasing specimen size (λ = 4, εu = 0.87× 10
−4).
state that, the smaller the brittleness number sE , the more accurate the snap-back in reproducing the
perfectly-brittle ultimate strength instability (a0/h = 0).
3.2 Fracture Toughness of Initially Cracked Slabs
The mechanical behaviour of Three-Point Bending slabs with initial cracks is investigated on the basis
of the cohesive numerical model presented previously. The initial crack renders the specimen behaviour
more ductile than in the case of the initially uncracked specimen [50, 51] (see Figs. 9-10). The area
delimited by the load-deflection curve and the deflection axis represents the product of fracture energy
and initial ligament area, (h − a0) × t. The areas under the nondimensional P − δ curves are thus
proportional to the respective sE numbers (Figs. 9-10)
1. This result is based upon the assumption that
the energy dissipation occurs only on the fracture surface, whereas in reality energy is also dissipated
in a damage volume around the crack tip as assumed in [62] and shown in [63].
The maximum loading capacity PCohes according to the Cohesive Crack Model, is obtained from
Figs 9-10. On the other hand, the maximum load PLEFM of brittle fracture can be obtained from
Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (Eq. (20)), with KIC = (GF E)
1/2 (plane stress condition). The
values of the ratio PCohes/PLEFM are given as functions of the inverse of sE in Fig. 14.
This ratio may also be regarded as the ratio of the fictitious fracture toughness (given by the maximum
load PCohes) to the true fracture toughness (considered as a material constant). It is evident that for
low sE numbers the results of the Cohesive Crack Model tend to those of Linear Elastic Fracture
Mechanics [50, 54]:
lim
sE→0
PCohes = PLEFM (30)
1In the nondimensional diagrams of Figs. 9-10 the area delimited is equal to sE
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Figure 15: Four-Point Shear Test with one notch.
and therefore, the maximum loading capacity can be predicted if the condition KI = KIC is applied.
It appears that the true fracture toughness KIC of the material can be obtained only with very large
specimens. In fact, with laboratory specimens, a fictitious fracture toughness lower than the true one
is always measured.
4 Mixed-Mode Problems – Numerical Simulations
The analyses discussed in this section concern the behaviour of concrete elements in Mixed-Mode
conditions (Four-Point Shear Test with one or two notches and Dam Models). The crack trajectory
is not known a priori, so that the Finite Element mesh must be modified at each step of crack
propagation. All numerical simulations were performed with the aid of the Cohesive CRAck Program
(C.CRA.P.) devised at the Politecnico di Torino by Valente and developed by Barpi in the last few
years.
More information related to different Mixed-Mode conditions, namely the Pull-out test, can be found
in [64–68].
4.1 Four-Point Shear Test With One Notch
The testing set-up for the so-called Four-Point Shear Test (FPST or Single-Edge Notched Beam Test,
SENBT) is shown in Fig. 15. A detailed description of these tests is provided in [69–72]. Concrete
properties are illustrated in Table 2.
The load vs. crack mouth opening displacement diagrams are shown in Fig. 16. Figures 17, 18 and 19
show the load vs. displacement diagrams.
The quantities F1, δ1, F2, δ2 are defined in Fig. 15. As can be seen, numerical and experimental results
are in good agreement. On the other hand, the experimental results show a more rigid response, which
can be explained by taking into account that the displacements were measured relative to a bar which
neutralizes local strains in the constraints. Finally, Fig. 20 shows the mesh used in the numerical
simulation when h = 0.20m [73].
It can be seen that the smallest specimen broke into three parts, whereas the others into two. This
trend was observed not only in the tests described in [70], but also in those illustrated in [69, 74]
and [71, 72, 75]. This phenomenon is taken into accout by the cohesive model: Fig. 21 shows the mesh
in the case of the propagation of the secondary crack, while Fig. 22 shows the corrisponding load vs.
displacement curve. For more details, the reader is referred to [76].
Table 2: Material properties (single-edge notched beam).
E ν GF σu
(MPa) (-) (N/m) (MPa)
40000 0.10 125 2.00
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C.M.O.D. (10 6 m)
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h = 0.20 m
h = 0.30 m
Numerical results
Experimental results
Figure 16: Load vs. C.M.O.D. (h = 0.10, 0.20, 0.30m).
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Figure 17: Loads F1, F2 vs. displacements δ1, δ2 for h = 0.10m.
A brief overview of the different methods proposed to study this phenomenon is now given. The
method proposed in [77] is based on a remeshing technique similar to the one illustrated in Fig. 20
and 21. This is a discrete-type model, and each crack is idealized by means of a line. Another
approach [78], is represented by the so-called Smeared Crack Model. Whilst in the model proposed
in [77] the crack trajectories are not connected with the direction of the mesh elements, in the Smeared
Crack Model they are affected by the arrangement of the elements. An approach which is similar to
the foregoing one is that proposed in [79]: the crack trajectories are still affected by the type of mesh.
In [80] the approach is still of the discrete type, with the crack trajectories correlated to the interface
between adjacent elements.
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Figure 18: Loads F1, F2 vs. displacements δ1, δ2 for h = 0.20m.
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Figure 19: Loads F1, F2 vs. displacements δ1, δ2 for h = 0.30m.
Figure 20: Mesh used in the numerical simulation (h = 20cm).
4.2 Gravity Dam Models
We shall now examine the behaviour of a gravity dam model, the dimensions of which are as shown
in Fig. 23 [81]. The properties of the material used are listed in Table 3. In both cases, specimen
thickness t was 30 cm, whereas the notch depth was taken to be 15 or 30 cm. Two constitutive
laws were considered for the process zone: linear and bilinear. Figure 24 presents the numerical and
experimental results obtained for the specimens with 15-cm long notches.
When the state of stress at the tip of the fictitious crack is isotropic, i.e., characterized by the condition
σxx ≈ σyy, this makes the crack propagation criterion (based on the direction of principal tensile stress)
unapplicable. For this reason, the analyses discussed in this section were stopped at this condition
and are necessarily incomplete. An alternative criterion is proposed in [82, 83]. Numerical and
experimental crack trajectories are shown in Fig. 25.
The study presented in [84] proposes an interesting comparison with the Finite Element Method and
the Diffused Cracking Model, while, in [85] an Anisotropic Damaging Model is proposed. A further
and interesting comparison is based on an investigation [86] that sets forth the results obtained using
different bilinear constitutive laws and different models of the shearing stresses in the process zone.
Concerning experimental tests on dam models, we mention the ones carried out by means of centrifugal
equipment in order to simulate the behaviour of a 96-m high prototype. For more information see [87–
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Figure 21: Mesh for the case h = 0.10m (specimen broken into three parts).
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Figure 22: Dimensionless loads vs. dimensionless displacements for the case h = 0.10m (specimen
broken into three parts).
90].
The cohesive crack model has been extended to the study of crack propagation under constant load,
coupling creep and fracture, in the case of Mode I problems, see [91–95]. and Mixed Mode problems,
see [96, 97]. It has been further generalized by means of a viscous model based on a fractional order rate
law to overcome the difficulties encontered using long chains of rheological elements, whose properties
are difficult to determine (see [98–100]).
Due to the scatter in the material parameters, the same authors also examined the influence of
uncertainity (or imprecision) in the material parameters by means of a fuzzy-set approach [101, 102].
Given a value of vagueness in the material parameters, the fuzzy set theory makes it possible to
evaluate the vagueness in the results avoiding the difficulties of a stochastic analysis.
5 Direct tension tests: the effect of the microstructural disorder
Dealing with the failure of unnotched specimens in tension, the cohesive crack model fails in predicting
the size effects, which, nevertheless, rise. The explanation of the size effects upon tensile fracture
properties of concrete specimens, expecially in direct tension tests, is an ongoing matter of discussion
inside the scientific community. A sound approach to this problem has been proposed by Carpinteri
since 1994 by means of fractal geometry.
5.1 The fractal approach
The fundamental reason of size effects rising in quasi-brittle material structures is damage localization.
In the previous sections we showed how the cohesive crack model is able to catch this peculiar behaviour
in several configurations. More generally, the cohesive crack model is able to simulate those tests where
high stress gradients are present, i.e., tests on pre-notched specimens or in bending. In these cases, the
Table 3: Material properties (dam model).
E ν GF σu σu
(linear law) (bilinear law)
(MPa) (-) (N/m) (MPa) (MPa)
35700 0.10 184 3.60 4.32
43.75% P
31.25% P
18.75% P
6.25% P
x
7.2 24.8
15
3%
168
200
60
24070 %
y
15
43.56
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30
53.28
59.42
P
Figure 23: Gravity dam model with notch length of 15cm (dimensions in centimeters).
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Figure 24: Load vs. C.M.O.D. curves (notch length 15cm).
cohesive crack model captures the ductile-to-brittle transition occurring by increasing the size of the
structure. On the other hand, smaller but nevertheless relevant size effects are encountered in uniaxial
tension tests on dog-bone shaped specimens, where much smaller stress gradients are present. In this
case, size effects should be inherent to the material behaviour rather than to the stress gradient.
Apart from the tests carried out by Bazˇant & Pfeiffer [103] in a limited scale range (1:4), uniaxial
tensile tests on dog-bone shaped specimens were performed by Carpinteri & Ferro [40], with controlled
boundary conditions, in a scale range 1:16, and by van Mier & van Vliet [41], with rotating boundary
conditions, in a scale range 1:32. The tests, in both cases, proved that the physical parameters
characterizing the cohesive law are scale-dependent, thus showing the limits of Hillerborg’s model. By
increasing the size of the specimen, the peak of the cohesive law decreases while the tail rises. In other
words, the tensile strength decreases while the fracture energy as well as the critical displacement
increase.
A consistent explanation of the size effects affecting the cohesive law parameters in direct tension test
was provided by Carpinteri [35, 36] and by Carpinteri et al. [39] assuming fractal damage domains.
This hypothesis is motivated by the disorder characterising the microstructure of most quasi-brittle
materials in a broad range of scales. Size effects in uniaxial tensile tests can therefore be seen as a
consequence of the heterogeneous microstructure of concrete and rocks. Since the flaw distribution in
quasi-brittle materials is often self-similar (i.e., it looks the same at different magnification levels), the
Linear c-w  law
Bilinear c-w  law
Experimental results
Figure 25: Crack trajectories (notch length of 15cm).
microstructure can be correctly modelled by fractal sets.
Fractal sets are characterized by non-integer dimensions [104, 105]. For instance, the dimension α of
a fractal set in the plane can vary between 0 and 2. Accordingly, increasing the measure resolution,
its length tends to zero if its dimension is smaller than 1 or tends to infinity if it is larger. In these
cases, the length is a nominal, useless quantity, since it vanishes or diverges as the measure resolution
increases. A finite measure can be achieved only using non-integer units, such as meters raised to α.
Analogously, if the stress and strain localization occurs in a fractal damaged zone, the nominal quan-
tities (ultimate strength, critical strain, fracture energy) should depend on the resolution used to
measure the set where stress, strain and energy dissipation take place. In the limit of a very high
measure resolution, the stress and the strain should be infinite, while the dissipated energy should be
zero. Finite values can be obtained only introducing fractal quantities, i.e., mechanical quantities with
non-integer physical dimensions. On the other hand, if the measure resolution is fixed, the nominal
quantities undergo size effects. More specifically, the fractal strain localization explains the observed
increasing tail of the cohesive law as the specimen size increases (see [106]), i.e., it clarifies the scaling
of the critical displacement wc. Similarly, the fractal stress localization explains the experimentally
observed decreasing peak in the cohesive law while increasing the specimen size, i.e., it clarifies the
scaling of the tensile strength σu. Finally, the scaling of the fracture energy is a consequence of the
invasive fractality of the set where energy dissipates (i.e. a fracture surface or a damaged band). Ac-
cording to the fractal approach, the scaling of the cohesive law parameters is represented by power
laws, whose exponents are linked each other by a relation (as shown later).
Without entering the details, we wish to emphasize how the hypothesis of the fractal damage domain
in quasi-brittle material failure is not a mathematical abstraction, since fractal patterns have been
detected in several experiments (see, for instance, [107, 108]). Furthermore, for what concerns concrete,
another explanation of the fractal features of the damaged zones has been recently derived from the
analysis of the aggregate size distribution [109, 110]. This stereological analysis confirmed the values of
tensile strength and fracture energy power law exponents previously conjectured by Carpinteri based
on dimensional analysis arguments [36].
The analyses of the fracture surfaces have shown that the fractal behaviour is more evident at the
smaller scales. At the larger scales, the disorder and its influence onto the mechanical properties seem
to diminish. While classical (i.e. self-similar) fractal sets cannot catch this trend, the self-affine fractals
can. The scaling laws previously derived have been therefore extended to the self-affine case, leading
to the definition of the so-called multifractal scaling laws [111, 112] for tensile strength [37, 113], for
fracture energy [38, 114], and, more recently, for critical displacement [110]. In this research field,
these concepts have been applied not only to tensile tests, but also to explain the R-curve material
behaviour [115] and to interpret the results of bending [116] and compression [117] tests. Finally,
Carpinteri et al. [118, 119] compared the size effect predictions provided by the fractal approach with
the ones given by the gradient theory approach.
Another important research field has been recently opened by Carpinteri & Cornetti [120]. They
have tried to generalize the classical differential equations of continuum mechanics to fractal me-
dia. Since the fractal functions, because of their irregularity, cannot be solutions of any differential
equations, Carpinteri & Cornetti argued that suitable mathematical operators should replace the
integro-differential operators of classical calculus [121]. The attention was drawn to the local frac-
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Figure 26: A concrete specimen subjected to tension (a). Fractal localization of the stress upon the
resistant cross section (b) and of the energy dissipation upon crack surface (c).
tional calculus operators recently introduced by Kolwankar [122] stemming from fractional calculus2.
Here we just wish to point out that the order of differentiation is linked to the fractal dimension of
the domain where the differential equations hold and that, by local fractional calculus, the authors
succeeded in proving the Principle of Virtual Work for fractal media [124–126].
We have previously seen that the cohesive model parameters are size-dependent. In order to get
true material parameters, we are forced to introduce quantities with anomalous (non-integer) physical
dimensions: the fractal tensile strength, the fractal critical strain and the fractal fracture energy.
Thanks to their non-integer physical dimensions, they intrinsecally introduce the fractal dimensions
of the sets where stress, strain and energy dissipation localize.
In the next section, we will focus our attention upon these fractal mechanical quantities, in terms of
which it is possible to define a scale-invariant (or fractal) cohesive law that represents a true material
property. Together with the linear elastic constitutive law valid for the undamaged part of the material,
the fractal cohesive law defines a material model that we call the (size-independent) fractal cohesive
crack model. The model will be applied to the results of the tests carried out by Carpinteri & Ferro
[127] and by van Mier & van Vliet [41], in order to prove the soundness of the fractal approach to the
size effect prediction.
5.2 Scale-independent cohesive crack model
In order to introduce the fractal cohesive crack model, we have to consider separately the size effects
on the three parameters characterizing the cohesive law.
Let us start analyzing the size effect on the tensile strength by considering a concrete specimen
subjected to tension (Fig. 26a). Recent experimental results about the porous concrete microstructure
[108] as well as a stereological analysis of concrete flaws [109] led us to believe that a consistent
modelling of concrete damage can be achieved by assuming that the rarefied resisting sections A∗res in
correspondence of the peak load can be represented by stochastic lacunar fractal sets with dimension
2− dσ (dσ ≥ 0). From fractal geometry, we know that the area of lacunar sets is scale-dependent and
tends to zero as the resolution increases: the corresponding tensile strength should be infinite, which
is physically meaningless. Finite measures can be obtained only with non-integer (fractal) dimensions.
For the sake of simplicity, let us represent the specimen resistant cross-section as a Sierpinski carpet
built on the square of side b (Fig. 26b). The fractal dimension of this lacunar domain is 1.893
(dσ = 0.107). The assumption of Euclidean domain characterizing classical continuum mechanics
2Fractional calculus is the branch of the calculus dealing with integrals and derivatives of any order. See, for instance,
the treatise [123].
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Figure 27: Fractal localization of the strain (a) and of the energy dissipation inside the damaged band
(b).
states that the maximum load F is given by the product of the strength σu times the nominal area
A0 = b
2, whereas, in the present model, F equals the product of the (Hausdorff) fractal measure [105]
A∗res ∼ b
2−dσ of the Sierpinski carpet times the fractal tensile strength σ∗u [35]:
F = σuA0 = σ
∗
uA
∗
res (31)
where σ∗u presents the anomalous physical dimensions [F ][L]
−(2−dσ). Fractal tensile strength is the
true material constant, i.e., it is a scale-invariant. From Eq. (31) we obtain the scaling law for tensile
strength:
σu = σ
∗
ub
−dσ (32)
i.e. a power law with negative exponent −dσ. Equation (32) represents the negative scale effect on
tensile strength, experimentally revealed by several Authors. Experimental and theoretical results
allow us to affirm that dσ can vary between the lower limit 0 – canonical dimensions for σ
∗
u and
absence of size effect on tensile strength – and the upper limit 1/2 – σ∗u with the physical dimensions
of a stress-intensity factor and maximum size effect on tensile strength (as in the case of LEFM).
Secondly, let us consider the work W necessary to break a concrete specimen of cross section b2
(Fig. 26a). It is equal to the product of the fracture energy GF times the nominal fracture area
A0 = b
2. On the other hand, the surface where energy is dissipated is not a flat cross-section: it is
a crack surface, whose area Adis diverges as the measure resolution tends to infinity because of its
roughness at any scale. Therefore, the fracture energy should be zero, which is physically meaningless.
Finite values of the measure of the set where energy is dissipated can be achieved only via non-integer
fractal dimensions. For the sake of simplicity, let us represent the crack surface as a von Kock surface
built on the square of side b (Fig. 26c). The fractal dimension of this invasive domain is 2.262, i.e. 2+dG
(dG = 0.262). The classical cohesive crack model states that the failure workW is given by the product
of the fracture energy GF times the nominal area A0 = b
2, whereas, in the present model, W equals
the product of the fractal (Hausdorff) measure [105] A∗dis ∼ b
2+dG of the von Kock surface times the
fractal fracture energy G∗F [35]:
W = GFA0 = G
∗
FA
∗
dis (33)
GF = G
∗
F b
dG (34)
G∗F is the true scale invariant material parameter, whereas the nominal value GF is subjected to a scale
effect described by a positive power law.
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Figure 28: Fractal cohesive model.
Now we turn our attention to the deformation inside the zone where damage localizes (the so-called
damaged band). We assume that the strain field presents fractal patterns. This could appear strange
at a first glance; on the contrary, fractal strain distributions are rather common in material science.
For instance, in some metals, the slip-lines develop with typical fractal patterns [128]. Fractal crack
networks develop also in dry clay [129] or in old paintings under tensile stresses due to shrinkage.
Thus, as representative of the damaged band, consider now the simplest structure, a bar subjected
to tension (Fig. 27a), where, at the maximum load, dilation strain tends to concentrate into different
softening regions, while the rest of the body undergoes elastic unloading.
Assume, for instance, that the strain is localized at cross-sections whose projections onto the lon-
gitudinal axis are provided by the triadic Cantor set, whose dimension is ln 2/ ln 3 = 0.639. The
displacement function at rupture can be represented by a Cantor staircase graph, sometimes also
called devil’s staircase (Fig. 27a). The strain defined in the classical manner is meaningless in the
singular points, where it diverges. This drawback can be overcome by introducing a fractal strain.
Let us indicate with 1 − dε (dε ≥ 0) the fractal dimension of the lacunar projection of the cracked
sections (in this case dε = 0.361). According to the fractal measure of the damage line projection, the
total elongation wc of the band at rupture must be given by the product of the Hausdorff measure
b∗ ∼ b(1−dε) of the Cantor set times the critical fractal strain ε∗c , while in classical continuum mechanics
it equals the product of the length b times the critical strain εc:
wc = εcb = ε
∗
cb
(1−dε) (35)
εc = ε
∗
cb
−dε (36)
where ε∗c has the anomalous physical dimension [L]
dε . The fractal critical strain is the true material
constant, i.e. it is the only scale-invariant parameter governing the kinematics of the crack band. On
the other hand, Eq. (35) states that the scaling of the critical displacement is described by a power
law with positive exponent (1 − dε). The fractional exponent dε is intimately related to the degree
of disorder in the mesoscopic damage process. When dε varies from 0 to 1, the kinematical control
parameter ε∗c moves from the canonical critical strain εc – dimensionless [L]
0 – to the critical crack
opening displacement wc – of dimension [L]
1. Therefore, when dε = 0 (diffused damage, ductile
behaviour), one obtains the classical response, i.e. collapse governed by the strain εc, independently
of the bar length. In this case, continuum damage mechanics holds, and the critical displacement wc
is subjected to the maximum size effect (wc ∝ b). On the other hand, when dε = 1 (localization of
damage onto isolated sections, brittle behaviour) traditional fracture mechanics holds and the collapse
is governed by the critical opening displacement wc, which is size-independent as in the usual cohesive
model.
The three scaling laws (32), (34), (35) of the cohesive parameters are not completely independent of
each other. In fact, there is a relation among the scaling exponents that must be always satisfied.
This means that, when two exponents are given, the third follows from the first two. In order to get
this relation, suppose, for instance, to know dσ and dε. Generalizing Eqs. (32) and (35) to the whole
softening regime, we get σ = σ∗b−dσ and w = ε∗b(1−dε). These relationships can be considered as
changes of variables and applied to the integral definition of the fracture energy:
GF =
∫ wc
0
σdw = b1−dε−dσ
∫ ε∗c
0
σ∗dε∗ = G∗F b
1−dε−dσ (37)
Equation (37) highlights the effect of the structural size on the fracture energy, as Eq. (34) does.
Therefore, comparing Eqs. (34) and (37), we get the relation among the exponents:
dσ + dε + dG = 1 (38)
From a physical point of view, note that the geometrical relationship (38) states that, after the peak
load, energy is dissipated over the infinite lacunar sections where softening takes place inside the
damage band (Fig. 27b). This statement is not the same as considering the fractal crack surface
(Fig. 26c) as the region where dissipation takes place. It is nevetheless equivalent since it yields the
same power law scaling (34), the fractal dimensions of the dissipation domains being larger than 2 in
both cases.
As shown above, dε can get all the values inside the interval [0, 1]. Therefore, Eq. (38) provides a strict
restriction to the maximum degree of disorder, confirming that the sum of dσ and dG is always lower
than 1, as previously asserted by Carpinteri through dimensional analysis arguments [36]. It must be
pointed out, however, that experiments provided always values for dσ and dG comprised between 0
and 1/2.
It is interesting to note, from Eq. (37), how the fractal fracture energy G∗F can be obtained as the area
below the fractal softening stress-strain diagram (Fig. 28b). During the softening regime, i.e. when
dissipation occurs, σ∗ decreases from the maximum value σ∗u to 0, while ε
∗ grows from 0 to ε∗c . In the
meantime, the nondamaged parts of the bar undergo elastic unloading (Fig. 28a). We call the σ∗- ε∗
diagram the scale-independent or fractal cohesive law. Contrarily to the classical cohesive law, which
is experimentally sensitive to the structural size, this curve should be an exclusive property of the
material, it being able to capture the fractal nature of the damage process. The couple of constitutive
laws σ- ε and σ∗- ε∗ (Fig. 28) define the scale-invariant (fractal) cohesive crack model.
In order to validate the model, it has been applied to the data obtained in 1994 by Carpinteri and
Ferro [40, 127] for tensile tests on dog-bone shaped concrete specimens of various sizes under controlled
boundary conditions (Fig. 29a). They interpreted the size effects on the tensile strength and the
fracture energy by fractal geometry. Fitting the experimental results, they found the values dσ = 0.14
and dG = 0.38. Some of the σ-ε (stress vs. strain) and σ-w diagrams are reported respectively in
Fig. 29b and Fig. 29c, where w is the displacement localized in the damaged band, obtained by
subtracting, from the total one, the displacement due to elastic and anelastic pre-peak deformation.
Equation (38) yields dε = 0.48, so that the fractal cohesive laws can be plotted in Fig. 29d. As
expected, all the curves related to the single sizes tend to merge in a unique, scale-independent
cohesive law. The overlapping of the cohesive laws for the different sizes proves the soundness of the
fractal approach to the interpretation of concrete size effects.
More recently, van Mier and van Vliet [41] accurately performed tensile tests on dog-bone shaped
concrete specimens over a wide scale range (1:32) under rotating boundary conditions (Fig. 31a). In
Fig. 31b, the stress vs. strain diagrams are reported for different specimen sizes: note the ductile-to-
brittle transition represented by the steeper negative softening slope for the larger sizes. In addition,
van Mier and van Vliet plotted the cohesive law for specimens of different sizes and found that,
increasing the specimen size, the peak of the curve decreases whereas the tail rises [106]. In other
words, σu decreases whereas wc and GF increase, thus confirming the predictions of the fractal model.
The Authors are aware that the fractal cohesive law can be determined only from a set of experiments
over a wide range of sizes. Nevertheless, they think that laboratory tests on different size specimens
should be performed in order to get the fractal parameters and to extrapolate the nominal values of
the material parameters for real scale structures.
A preliminary analysis of the data obtained by van Mier and van Vliet [41] was also performed
according to the fractal cohesive model. The average values obtained for the different specimen sizes
were considered in [110]. The data of the smallest specimen size (D = 50 mm) were not taken into
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Figure 29: Tensile tests on dog-bone shaped concrete specimens (a) by Ferro [130]: stress-strain
diagrams (b), cohesive law diagrams (c), fractal cohesive law diagrams (d).
account, since, as stated in [131], secondary effects are present that bias the results. For such a small
size, in fact, the influence of the largest grain and the wall effect are stronger, while the degrees of
the hydration is lower compared to larger specimens. All these facts explain the low strength values
obtained for the smallest size: hence, their results should be considered with reservation.
For what concerns the fracture energy, van Mier and van Vliet were not able to obtain the whole tail of
the softening branch for the specimens of the larger sizes. In order to obtain the value of the fracture
energy, they completed the cohesive laws via a linear extrapolation. This procedure, although rigorous,
leads to an underestimate of the computed fracture energy since it does not respect the concavity of
the curve. Therefore, we decided to complete the cohesive law diagrams in a somehow arbitrary way
maintaining the concave shape for all the specimen sizes (Fig. 31c). Observing the intercepts of the
curves with the axes, it is evident that the higher is the peak, the shorter is the tail.
Linear regressions in the bilogarithmic plots of tensile strength and fracture energy vs. specimen cross
section size were performed (Fig. 30). These regressions yielded [110] respectively a fractal fracture
energy G∗F equal to 9.22 × 10
−2Nmm−1.09 and a fractal tensile strength σ∗u equal to 6.42 Nmm
−1.82,
with fractal exponents dG = 0.09 and dσ = 0.18. The correlation coefficients appear to be respectively
RG = 0.995 and Rσ = 0.990; their values close to unity prove the soundness of the power law scaling.
Relation (38) among the scaling exponents yields dε = 0.73, so that the fractal cohesive laws can be
plotted in Fig. 31d. Once again the superposition of the different plots denotes the validity of the
fractal cohesive model. In particular, note the low scattering of the intercepts with the horizontal and
vertical axes in comparison with the ones in Fig. 31c: they represent respectively the fractal critical
strain ε∗c and the fractal tensile strength σ
∗
u, while the area subtended by the fractal cohesive law
diagrams provides G∗F . An even clearer representation is reported in Fig. 32, where different scales are
used for low or high values of both the axes coordinates.
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